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Abstract

Background: Many learners struggle to productively self-regulate their learning. To

support the learners' self-regulated learning (SRL) and boost their achievement, it is

essential to understand the cognitive and metacognitive processes that underlie SRL.

To measure these processes, contemporary SRL researchers have largely utilized

think aloud or trace data, however, not without challenges.

Objectives: In this paper, we present the findings of a study that investigated how

concurrent analysis and integration of think aloud and trace data could advance the

measurement of SRL and assist in better understanding the mechanisms of SRL pro-

cesses, especially those details that remain obscured by observing each data channel

individually.

Methods: We concurrently collected think aloud and trace data generated by 44

university students in a laboratory setting and analysed those data relative to the

same timeline.

Results: We found that the two data channels could be interchangeably used to mea-

sure SRL processes for only 17.18% of all the time segments identified in a learning

task. Moreover, SRL processes for around 45% of all the time segments could be

detected via either trace data or think aloud data. For another 27.17% of all the time

segments, different SRL processes were detected in both data channels.

Conclusions: Our results largely suggest that the two data collection methods can

be used to complement each other in measuring SRL. In particular, we found that

think aloud and trace data could provide different perspectives on SRL. The inte-

gration of the two methods further allowed us to reveal a more complex and more

comprehensive temporal associations among SRL processes compared to using a

single data collection method. In future research, the integrated measurement of

SRL can be used to improve the detection of SRL processes and provide a fuller

picture of SRL.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

To adapt to dynamic changes in modern society, students and

professionals are commonly required to maintain and extend their

knowledge bases and skill sets. To this end, they often need to study

on their own and quickly acquire new knowledge and skills that

emerge as requirements for jobs. Their ability to productively self-

regulate learning, that is, engaging in conscious and goal-oriented

learning processes (Winne & Hadwin, 1998), is critical to ensure suc-

cess in different learning tasks. Researchers have consistently shown

that productive engagement in self-regulated learning (SRL) improves

learning performance and motivation (Broadbent & Poon, 2015;

Dent & Koenka, 2016; Rienties et al., 2019). For this reason, the

development of SRL skills represents a critical aim for all learners

involved in contemporary education.

Regardless of the theorized significance and documented benefits

of SRL, many learners struggle to productively self-regulate their

learning (Bjork et al., 2013). To provide these learners with the

required support for SRL and boost their achievement, it is essential

to understand the cognitive and metacognitive processes that under-

lie SRL (Winne & Jamieson-Noel, 2002). Studying these processes is,

however, considered a challenging endeavour as they influence each

other and dynamically change throughout a learning session, that is,

SRL processes are sequential and temporal by nature (Bannert

et al., 2014; Molenaar & Järvelä, 2014).

Over the last three decades, different methods for the analysis of

the processes involved in SRL have been proposed. These methods can

be grouped into categories such as self-report inventories, think aloud

protocols, and traces of learning behaviours (Winne, 2010). However,

each method comprises a considerable number of challenges. For exam-

ple, data collected via self-report inventories asking learners to recall

their prior learning activities and experiences are not consistently associ-

ated with actual SRL processes (Hadwin et al., 2007; Veenman, 2007).

One of the many reasons is that a learner may not be able to retrieve all

the details from memory after completing a learning session. Another

method, think aloud protocols, was designed to document SRL processes

from learners in verbal form and in real-time. Despite the considerable

results that researchers have achieved using this approach, for example,

in identifying SRL processes that differentiate between low- and high-

achieving learners (Azevedo et al., 2004b; Bannert et al., 2014) and in

evaluating the effects of external SRL support (Azevedo et al., 2004a,

2007; Sonnenberg & Bannert, 2016), think aloud protocols are deemed

limited and challenging, with abundant data being generated that is

difficult and time-consuming to analyse (Aleven et al., 2010;

Eccles & Arsal, 2017; Greene & Azevedo, 2009; Ramey et al., 2006;

Veenman, 2013; Winne, 2010; Young, 2005).

Recent advances in computational methods for data collection and

analysis opened up new opportunities to improve the measurement of

SRL, namely by collecting and analysing trace data, that is, data that

includes navigational logs, eye and mouse movements, and key-

strokes that learners generate when they learn online. Trace data are

collected unobtrusively in computer-based learning environments

and analysed to approximate cognitive and metacognitive processes

learners engage in (Fan et al., 2021; Saint et al., 2020; Siadaty

et al., 2016a, 2016c). For example, based on MOOC learners' naviga-

tional logs, Matcha et al. (2019) detected different learning tactics

and learning strategies by identifying clusters of similar SRL behav-

iours of learners; Rakovic et al. (2022) unobtrusively measured meta-

cognitive processes using learners' trace data during a multi-source

writing task (e.g., mouse clicks and keyboard strokes) and used

features extracted from these trace data to investigate how SRL

processes are associated with the quality of a written product;

Fan et al. (2022) used eye-tracking, mouse movement, and keystroke

data as additional data channels to improve the recording of learning

actions (e.g., learner's interactions with certain learning tools) and

detect SRL processes (e.g., monitoring and evaluating processes dur-

ing learning) while enhancing the granularity of the measurement;

Fan et al. (2022) concluded that eye-tracking data is particularly

valuable for measuring and extracting SRL processes.

However, associating specific SRL processes with raw trace data

represents a formidable challenge (Bernacki, 2018). Hence, data collected

using other methods, in particular, think aloud protocols that have been

shown to more accurately reflect SRL processes than survey instruments

(Beishuizen et al., 1999; De Backer et al., 2012; Rovers et al., 2019;

Veenman, 2013), should be used to support analysis of trace data. The

triangulation and integration of multiple data channels and methods have

important implications for the measurement and cross-validation of SRL

(Saint et al., 2022), however, studies entertaining this approach are very

rare. Only a few studies combined or integrated multiple data channels.

For instance, Sobocinski et al. (2017) categorized learners' log files and

then coded video data from each learning session to explore temporal

sequences of SRL phases; Munshi et al. (2018) combined observational

data of student affect with log files of student interactions in the Betty's

Brain environment to model learners' cognitive and affective states;

Järvelä et al. (2019) triangulated heart rate, electrodermal and facial

expression data to advance understanding of self-regulation in collabora-

tive learning; and Mudrick et al. (2019) integrated and aligned eye-

tracking data with learners' self-reported metacognitive judgements to

understand learning processes and meta-comprehension. However, to

our knowledge, no study has yet been conducted to examine how think

aloud and behavioural trace data can be analysed relative to the same

theoretical framework, and also how these data channels can further be

aligned and integrated relative to the same timeline, towards improved

understanding of SRL processes.

In this study, we set out to investigate how the triangulation

and integration of think aloud and trace data can advance the
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measurement of SRL and assist in a better understanding of the mech-

anisms of SRL processes, especially those details that remain obscured

by observing each data channel individually. We concurrently

collected think aloud and trace data generated by university students

in a laboratory setting and analysed those data relative to the same

timeline. Overall, our results suggested that using a single method to

measure SRL processes can often reveal SRL processes partially and

the integration of two methods can be a more helpful approach to

obtaining a more comprehensive picture of SRL. More specifically, our

study proposed a novel approach to align and integrate think aloud

and trace data, and revealed what each data channel could contribute

to measuring SRL processes. In order to deepen our understanding of

the comprehensive models of SRL measured using integrated data

channels, we also used a process mining technique to analyse and

compare the sequential and temporal associations among SRL pro-

cesses. We demonstrated that the SRL process map based upon

integrated think aloud and trace data channels is a more complex,

more complete, and more informative SRL process map compared to

process maps that are constructed based on individual data channels.

2 | RELATED WORK

2.1 | Measuring SRL with think aloud data

Studies using think aloud protocols ask participants to verbalize

their thoughts while remaining engaged in the experimental task

(Ericsson & Simon, 1984). These thoughts can be generated from

immediate cognitive and metacognitive processes (e.g., compre-

hending a definition in a book chapter, or specifying learning goals)

or recalled from long term memory (e.g., restating a previously

learned definition). Information verbalized in such a manner should

provide a window into the learner's thought process and more

accurately capture dynamically changing learning processes com-

pared to information collected via self-report questionnaires

(De Backer et al., 2012; Rovers et al., 2019). For this reason, many

researchers who study learning processes, including those inter-

ested in SRL, have developed different think aloud protocols and

analysed collected utterances on a number of learning constructs,

for example, cognitive, metacognitive, affective, to empirically test

theoretical assumptions about learning (Greene & Azevedo, 2009;

Pollard et al., 2019; Veenman, 2007).

Think aloud protocols have been adopted in a group of studies to

overcome limitations of self-report surveys in assessing learners' self-

regulatory processes. Azevedo et al. (2004b) analysed lengthy think

aloud protocols to examine SRL processes that distinguished learners

who demonstrated a deep conceptual understanding of a science

topic they studied from learners who did not. Azevedo et al. (2004b)

also found that high-achievers more extensively used the key SRL

processes (task understanding, planning, monitoring, effective strategy

use) throughout the learning session when compared to their lower-

achieving counterparts. The think aloud data collected in the Azevedo,

Cromley, and Seibert (2004) study indicated that learners who

received SRL training starting to learn about complex scientific topics

enacted the key SRL processes more often throughout the learning

session, and also demonstrated deeper conceptual understanding at

post-test compared to their colleagues in the control condition.

Another study examined differences between learners who regulated

their learning all by themselves and learners who were provided with

adaptive external support on their self-regulation in an online learning

environment (Azevedo et al., 2007). By analysing think aloud data, the

authors found that externally supported learners exercised the key

SRL processes more frequently and achieved higher learning gains

than their unsupported counterparts. Bannert et al. (2014) examined

learners' think aloud protocols not only to assess differences in fre-

quencies of SRL processes between high and low achieving learners,

but also to understand the temporal patterns of SRL processes. Their

findings suggested that compared to their less productive counter-

parts, productive self-regulated learners spent more time in preparing

activities (e.g., orientation and planning) before they engaged with the

learning material. Furthermore, productive self-regulated learners

elaborated on information more thoroughly and constantly monitored

and evaluated their learning activities throughout learning sessions.

Sonnenberg and Bannert (2016) utilized a think aloud protocol to

reveal learners' learning activities after receiving metacognitive

prompts designed to elicit SRL processing. The think aloud protocol

used in their study was not only useful in revealing differences

between effective and non-effective metacognitive prompts, but also

in shading light on prompt-induced learning activities that positively

correlated with performance.

In summary, these previous studies demonstrated that think aloud

protocols can reliably reflect learners' SRL processes and can accu-

rately predict learning performance. Importantly, think aloud protocols

can provide a deeper insight into the effects of instructional support

SRL. However, three major challenges remain when using a think

aloud method. First, the procedure required when using think aloud

protocols might affect the validity of certain measured constructs. For

example, if the procedures of think aloud “entail describing or explain-

ing thoughts and actions are significantly reactive” (Fox et al., 2011,

p. 316), the think aloud approach might lead to higher learning perfor-

mance compared to silent control conditions (Fox et al., 2011).

Engagement in think aloud can therefore influence processes learners

enact, that is, asking learners to explain and reflect on what they think

might lead them to exercise some processes (e.g., metacognitive moni-

toring) more than usual (Bannert & Mengelkamp, 2008; Eccles &

Arsal, 2017; Greene & Azevedo, 2009; Ramey et al., 2006). Second,

ahead of a learning task, researchers often need to train participants

how to think aloud and during the learning task, researchers need to

carefully observe the think aloud process to avoid interruptions when

collecting data (e.g., by reminding participants to say their thoughts),

as the moments of silence are hard to analyse and interpret from think

aloud protocols. Even though researchers do their best to ensure

the participant's think aloud process is not interrupted, it is difficult

to completely avoid moments of silence in think aloud studies

(McDonald & Petrie, 2013). Third, data collected using think aloud

protocols is typically extensive and linguistically diverse; the analysis
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not only requires substantial human labour to segment and label ver-

bal protocols, but also the results can be subject to a coder's bias, as

participants articulate their thoughts in different ways, often in a form

that cannot straightforwardly be labelled with one distinct category

from the code book (Young, 2005).

2.2 | Measuring SRL with trace data

Researchers also collect data as digital traces of learners' interactions

with online learning environments. Researchers often link these

data to different theoretical constructs, including those of SRL

(Bernacki, 2018; Winne, 2011, 2020), and perform analyses to

deepen their understanding of learning processes. Over the past

decades, several studies have shown that trace data can be success-

fully utilized to examine different elements of SRL, for example,

effective and ineffective help-seeking strategies (Aleven et al.,

2006), frequency and interdependence of study tactics (Hadwin

et al., 2007), time learners spent on different learning strategies

(Azevedo et al., 2009) and, more recently, fine-grained characteris-

tics of learning tactics for example, (Saint et al., 2020b) and impact

of instrumentation tools and computer-based scaffolds on SRL (van

der Graaf et al., 2021; Siadaty, Gaševi�c, & Hatala, 2016b). In most of

these studies, trace data have been extracted from computer logs in

a form of navigation behaviour (Kinnebrew et al., 2013a), for exam-

ple, moving between pages and accessing digital learning resources.

Recently, new trace data channels, for example, peripheral data

originated from mouse and keyboard use and eye-tracking data

(Di Mitri et al., 2017; Giannakos et al., 2019; Mudrick et al., 2019;

Song et al., 2021; Stark et al., 2018), have been used to capture

learner activity at finer levels of granularity, aiming to provide a

more detailed account of enacted SRL processes (Azevedo & Gaševi�c,

2019; Järvelä & Bannert, 2019; Paans et al., 2019).To make trace data

useful for better understanding of SRL processes, it is essential to

clearly operationalize and map these data to theoretical models of SRL

(Siadaty et al., 2016a). Trace data, therefore, can be enriched with the

theoretical meta-information to approximate cognitive and meta-

cognitive processes of SRL. To this purpose, several protocols for

measuring SRL processes with trace data have been developed

to date, for example, (Fan et al. 2021; Fan, Lim et al. 2022 Greene

& Azevedo, 2009; Saint et al., 2021; Saint, Gaševi�c, et al., 2020;

Siadaty et al., 2016a, 2016c). Typically, the protocols include a the-

oretical framework as a reference, a coding scheme to identify and

label SRL processes (e.g., orientation and monitoring), and a trace

parser to convert raw log data into learning events and create more

meaningful sequences of actions and SRL processes, that is, action

and process libraries. For example, the process library developed by

Fan et al. (2021) proposes 15 sequences of actions, and these

sequences can be mapped to five SRL processes. Further, a

sequence “Reading -> Annotation_Confusing” resembles a small

learning episode that involves reading over the textbook chapter

and then annotating information in that chapter as confusing. This

pattern indicates that a learner monitored their prior knowledge of

a domain and identified a gap, the process associated with the task

understanding stage of Winne and Hadwin's model of SRL

(Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

The trace-based method is generally considered a more accurate

approach in measuring SRL when compared to the self-report

methods (Gasevic et al., 2017; Zhou & Winne, 2012), because trace

data are collected dynamically and unobtrusively while learners natu-

rally interact with the learning environment, that is, the data collection

procedure typically does not influence the learning processes. Despite

all the promise of the trace data approach, accomplishing accurate

mapping between trace data and SRL processes (Winne, 2010) is

often a challenge for researchers. Inaccuracies are mostly the result of

researchers' multiple inferences about why learners interact with

objects in online learning platforms the way they do (Winne, 2010).

For example, the previously mentioned “Reading -> Annotation_Con-

fusing” sequence in the Fan et al. (2021) study can be categorized as

monitoring for prior knowledge; however, it is possible that a learner

annotates a chunk of text as confusing for a different reason, for

example, multiple grammatical errors in the text, which would not be

monitoring for prior knowledge.

2.3 | The current study

According to Bannert (2007), SRL processes can be grouped into meta-

cognitive, cognitive, and other (motivation and procedure-related). This

theoretical work informed the development of the coding scheme that

has been used in several studies to measure SRL based on think aloud

data (e.g., Bannert, 2007; Engelmann and Bannert, 2019; Sonnenberg and

Bannert, 2015) or based on trace data (e.g., Fan, Lim et al. 2022; Fan, van

der Graaf et al. 2022). As shown in Table 1, the Metacognition category

includes the Orientation, Planning, Monitoring, and Evaluation subcate-

gories; the Cognition category includes the First-reading and Re-reading

and Elaboration/Organization subcategories; and Motivational and Proce-

dural, In this study, we also used Bannert's (2007) theoretical framework

to guide our measurement, interpretation and integration of SRL since it

(Table 1) can describe and define specific SRL processes which could be

captured in different data channels. For example, in a reading and writing

task, learners may: (i) read or re-read specific learning content (data: read

aloud the content or eye gaze captured in the text reading zone) to oper-

ate on information; (ii) then, write down and elaborate on how to use this

information (data: keyboard strokes and verbal expressions) to solve a

problem; during which, (iii) learners may also monitor the learning process

(data: mouse click on the timer) or plan what to do next (data: glance the

catalogue or think aloud); and sometimes, all these processes can be

(iv) accompanied by motivational expressions, such as “the task is too

challenging for me to perform well”.
More research is needed to validate inferences obtained from

think aloud and trace data, given the methodological challenges

associated with both methods (Bernacki et al., 2012; Greene &

Azevedo, 2009; Winne, 2010). An earlier paper (Winne, 2010) already

suggested that think aloud and trace data can complement each other

and, when analysed concurrently, can provide a more valid and fuller
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picture of SRL than when analysed separately, which is typically the

case in the SRL research to date. Moreover, Winne et al. (2010)

suggested investigation into whether think-aloud and trace data are

interchangeable when studying SRL, and also whether these two data

channels should be integrated to complement each other and provide

a fuller account of SRL. Here, by interchangeable, we refer to cases

where think-aloud and trace data reveal the same SRL processes from

the same time period in a learning session. By data channels that com-

plement each other, on the other hand, we refer to cases where the

SRL processes can only be revealed in one data channel, that is, in

either think aloud or trace data, during the observed time period in a

learning session.

Although Winne made this suggestion over a decade ago, there

has been little research since then that attempted to empirically inves-

tigate the value of combining and concurrently analysing these two

measurement methods following the same theoretical framework.

We, therefore, set out to examine how think aloud protocols and digi-

tal trace data generated by undergraduate and graduate learners dur-

ing computer-based learning can be combined and jointly analysed to

deepen insight into SRL processes. Accordingly, we aim to answer the

following two research questions:

RQ1. To what extent can think aloud and trace data be

integrated when measuring SRL processes? Specifically,

to what extent can think aloud and trace data can be

used interchangeably or complement each other when

measuring SRL processes?

RQ2. What are the differences in temporal and

sequential associations between SRL processes when

the SRL processes are observed based on integrated

think aloud and trace data versus based on each of

these two data channels individually?

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Research design and learning environment

The laboratory study was conducted at a university in the Netherlands

and involved 44 participants, including 39 undergraduate and 5 gradu-

ate students, with an average age of 21.70 years (SD = 2.99 years).

The participants declared diverse majors (e.g., psychology and commu-

nication science). During the learning session (45 min), the participants

were asked to read materials (text and pictures) on three topics: (1) arti-

ficial intelligence (e.g., general information about artificial intelligence,

11 pages and about 2300 words), (2) differentiation in the classroom

(e.g., how teachers deal with differences among learners, 9 pages and

about 1400 words), and (3) scaffolding (e.g., providing learners with

external and structured support during the learning process, 11 pages

and about 1900 words). The learning session also included a multi-

source writing task, that is, learners were required to integrate the

three topics into a vision essay (300–400 words) that describes learning

in school in 2035.We developed a technology-enhanced learning envi-

ronment (TEL) for the purposes of this study. The TEL consisted of a

catalogue and navigation area on the left; an area for reading and writ-

ing in the middle; instrumentation tools including annotation, planner

and search on the right (see Figure 1). The learners could use the navi-

gation area to navigate to task instructions and the essay scoring rubric.

The catalogue area and search tool could be used to navigate through

learning materials. The learners could also use the planner tool1 to plan

their learning session and the timer tool to monitor time left for the

TABLE 1 Theoretical framework used in the current study.

Main

categories Subcategories Codes Definitions

Metacognition Orientation MC.O Orientation on the task and learning activities; Reading of general instructions and rubrics.

Planning MC.P Planning of the learning process by arranging activities and determining strategies.

Proceeding to the next topic.

Monitoring MC.M Monitoring and checking the learning process; checking of progress according to the

instruction or plan.

Evaluation MC.E Evaluation of the learning process; checking of content-wise correctness of learning activities.

Saying that one's own work is correct.

Cognition First-reading LC.F Reading information from the text and superficial descrition of pictorial representations.

Re-reading LC.R Rereading of information in the text or figures.

Elaboration/

Organization

HC.E/O Elaborate by connecting content-related comments and concepts; reasoning and association.

Organizing of content by creating an overview; write down information point by point;

summarizing; adding information generated by oneself; and editing information by

rephrasing or integrating information with prior knowledge.

Motivation/

Procedural

Motivational and

Procedural issues

Other Learners' positive/negative expressions about the task, situation, or the ability; Learners ask a

researcher whether they can begin working on the task

1The planner tool can be used to specify activities a learner plans to work on and the time

and duration of these activities. This tool provides learners with a timeline (e.g., 45 min) and

several activity blocks, including recommended activity blocks (e.g., read the AI section or

write an essay) and customizable activity blocks by learners (e.g., learners can create a new

block as “evaluate the essay quality”). Learners can drag and drop these activity blocks onto

the timeline and allocate corresponding time to different modules (e.g., assign 10 min at the

end for essay writing).
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task. The annotation tool afforded the learners the opportunity to high-

light and tag parts of text, take notes or search for highlights, tags and

notes they created earlier. More detailed introductions about these

tools are provided by van der Graaf et al. (2021).

To collect think aloud data we utilized a webcam and a micro-

phone. To collect trace data, we utilized an Internet capable computer

with keyboard and mouse, and a screen-based eye-tracker.

We presented the TEL to the participants on a 23-inch monitor

(1920 � 1080 pixels) via a laptop, running the Windows 10 operating

system. We used the Tobii TX300 Eye Tracker (with a sampling

rate of 300 Hz) to capture eye movement during the learning

session. At the outset of the study, researchers introduced the study

requirements to participants and provided a short training session

(15–20 min) of thinking aloud in which the participants had a chance

to practice thinking aloud. The participants then engaged in the learn-

ing task using the TEL, while, at the same time, verbalizing their

thoughts. Throughout the study, the researchers ensured the think

aloud process unfolded with no major interruptions, for example,

should they notice an extended period of silence they prompted the

participants to continue talking. The trace data collected in this study

included navigation logs, keyboard strokes, mouse traces (move, click and

scroll), and eye-tracking data (eye fixations), which were stored via a

local PHP-server. The think aloud data were collected in audio

formats which were analysed and coded for SRL processes. The

screen recordings were occasionally used to resolve ambiguities in

audio recordings. Importantly, the trace and think aloud data channels

were synchronized within the same timeline.

3.2 | Measuring SRL

3.2.1 | Theoretical framework and measuring
approach

As explained in the Introduction section, we use Bannert's (2007) theo-

retical framework (as shown in Table 1) to guide the measurement of

SRL processes in this paper. The measurement and integration

approach in this study (Figure 2) involved three major groups of activi-

ties: measuring SRL using trace data with an action library and a pro-

cess library that was used to parse the raw trace data into SRL

processes (V1); measuring SRL using think aloud data with the think

aloud coding protocol that was used to code raw think aloud data into

SRL processes (V2); and the integrated results that included the inte-

gration rules we utilized to obtain the integrated SRL processes (V3)

from the two data channels. In the following subsections, we provide

more details about our measurement and integration approach.

3.2.2 | Measuring SRL using trace data

Building upon the existing literature (Fan et al., 2021, Fan, Lim et al.

2022; Saint et al., 2020a, 2020b; Siadaty et al., 2016a, 2016c), we cre-

ated a trace parser to identify SRL processes from trace data. This trace

parser included two components: the action library – responsible for

labelling raw log data with meaningful learning actions; and the process

library – responsible for detecting SRL processes from the sequences

of actions. In the action library, we defined 18 action labels (Table 2)

that could be mapped to individual learning actions. For example, when

a learner created a note (mouse clicks and keyboard strokes) with the

annotation tool, this action was labelled as NOTE_EDITING; when the

learner's eye fixations were fixed on the catalogue and navigation zone,

this action was labelled as NAVIGATION. We also combined different

data channels to validate our labelling of learning actions. For example,

if the learner's eye gaze moved within the note taking zone with the

mouse cursor when typing their notes, these trace data (mouse clicks,

keyboard strokes and eye fixations) were all labelled as NOTE_EDIT-

ING; however, if the learner's eye gaze moved back and forth between

the note zone and the reading zone during their typing of a long note,

the eye fixations back to the reading zone were labelled as READING

actions. In this way, the multi-channel trace data improved the granular-

ity and validity of action labelling.

To build a reliable and valid process library, we had initially har-

nessed the SRL processes based on Bannert's SRL coding protocol

(Bannert, 2007), and then included additional relevant processes from

F IGURE 1 Learning
environment and different
functional zones.
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several related studies (e.g., Fan et al., 2021; Fan, Lim et al. 2022;

Kizilcec et al., 2017; Saint et al., 2021, 2020; Siadaty et al., 2016). As a

result, we developed the process library shown in Table 3. The pro-

cess library included three main categories and seven subcategories,

encompassing 31 different sequences of actions. The three main cate-

gories were metacognition (with subcategories Orientation, Planning,

Evaluation, and Monitoring), cognition (with subcategories First-

reading, Re-reading and Elaboration and Organization). The sequences

of actions that we interpreted as SRL processes were mapped to

these categories. For example, when a learner took a note while read-

ing the general instruction page for the task, we labelled this sequence

of learning actions as GENERAL_INSTRUCTION <-> NOTE_EDITING

based on the action library. Further, this sequence of actions was

mapped to the Orientation category, based on our process library. In

this way, we were able to parse the raw trace data into SRL processes.

The segment of the above Orientation process starts with the starting

timestamp of action GENERAL_INSTRUCTION and ends with the

ending timestamp of action NOTE_EDITING. In cases when actions

recorded in the trace data could not be mapped to any of the pro-

posed sequences in Table 3, we labelled those actions as No_Process

and did not include them into further analysis to construct SRL pro-

cess maps. We provide additional details about action and process

libraries in the supplemental document.

3.2.3 | Measuring SRL using think aloud data

At this stage, we identified SRL processes (V2) from think aloud data

based on our theoretical framework in Table 1. We recorded learners'

utterances during the learning sessions and these utterances were

segmented and coded as SRL processes using a think aloud coding

protocol. We first segmented the audio recordings using an automatic

sound detection tool (plug-in in Audacity) into “segments with sound”
that can be coded. If audio was below 26 dB, then it was considered

silence, and if there was 0.30 s of silence or longer, then a segment

was created. Then, three coders coded these utterances as SRL pro-

cesses using our coding scheme which was based on previously devel-

oped coding schemes (Bannert, 2007; Molenaar et al., 2011). The

main categories in this scheme are metacognition, cognition and moti-

vational and procedural utterances, and No_process (non-codable

utterances, for example, moments of silence or murmuring, see

Table 1). We used the ELAN software (Max Planck Institute for

Psycholinguistics, 2021) to code and deal with the timing of codes,

because codes from different coders could overlap to different extents.

For example, the coders were instructed to discuss and modify the auto-

matically detected segments when in doubt, such as in the situations

when one coder heard speech but there was no automatically detected

segment and the other coder did not notice this issue. The coders reached

an acceptable inter-rater reliability of κ = .53–.65 (kmax = .81–.82). In

Table 4, we present our coding protocol with examples of learners' utter-

ances and their corresponding think aloud codes.

3.2.4 | Aligning and integrating trace data and think
aloud data

The third step of our analytical approach was to align and integrate

SRL processes based on trace (V1) and SRL processes based on think

aloud data (V2). First, we aligned the two sets of results on the same

timeline. Next, we segmented the timeline (time unit in milliseconds)

and defined five alignment situations (S1–S5). As shown in Figure 3,

all starting timestamps and ending timestamps of all segments in trace

data results and think aloud results were aligned in the same timeline

and segmented the timeline into fine-grained segments (grey boxes).

Then we assigned the alignment situations (S1-S5) to these segments

according to the corresponding integration rules:

Situation 1: No_measurement occurrences; if No_process was

detected in both V1 (trace data results) and V2 (think aloud results)

for one segment, then assign No_process to that segment, see S1 in

Figure 3;

F IGURE 2 Measurement and
integration approach of SRL
processes.
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Situation 2: Only think aloud occurrences; if No_process was

detected in V1 and an SRL process was detected in V2 for one seg-

ment, then assign the think aloud result (e.g., MC.P) to that segment,

see S2 in Figure 3;

Situation 3: Only trace occurrences; if No_process was detected

in V2 and an SRL process was detected in V1 for one segment, then

assign the trace data result to that segment, see S3 in Figure 3;

Situation 4: Matched co-occurrences; if same SRL process was

detected in both V1 and V2 for one segment, then assign the process

to that segment, see S4 in Figure 3;

Situation 5: Unmatched co-occurrences; if different SRL processes

were detected in both V1 and V2 for one segment, for example, MC.O

in V1 and LC.F in V2, then assign both processes (e.g., MC.O and LC.F)

to that segment, see S5 in Figure 3;

Here, it is worthwhile to mention an important assumption of our

study: we adopted a neutral position towards two methods and con-

sidered the different measurement results based on trace data and

think aloud data as equally valid. Therefore, in situation 5, we consid-

ered two unmatched SRL processes co-occurred without presuming

only one process as the correct result and the other one as the incor-

rect result. We are also fully aware of the complexity of explaining

these co-occurrence situations of SRL processes; therefore, in the dis-

cussion section, we further discuss multiple possible interpretations

about the matched and unmatched co-occurrences together with

other essential dimensions of measuring SRL, such as the validity

issue. There are also cases of partial overlaps (see the MC.P example

in Figure 3) and different parts were treated differently. For example,

the matched part of MC.P (first half) was considered situation 4 (both

trace and think aloud data detected MC.P) and the remaining part was

considered situation 2 (only think aloud measured MC.P). Different

segments had variable lengths of duration, which depended on the

actual alignment situations, which could be relatively short or long.

It is also worth noting that, the above integration rules created

new segments which resulted in the number of SRL processes

detected in the integrated data streams is not equal to the simple

addition of the number of SRL processed in the trace data and think

aloud data. For example, in Figure 3, there are six processes in the

results based on trace data and six processes in the results based on

think aloud data, but there are 14 processes in the results based on

integrated data. Because the think aloud data are very fine-grained

and a large number of gaps (very short and silent segments in the

audio being labelled as No_process) exist in the think aloud results, a

significant amount of new segments were created when integrating

two data channels. Additional technical explanations can be found in

the supplemental document.

Based on the five integrating rules above, we integrated SRL

processes obtained via each channel separately into the third set of

processes, Integrated SRL processes (V3). In the next subsection, we

explain how we analysed these three sets of results to answer our

research questions.

3.3 | Data analysis

To answer the first research question on whether think aloud and trace

data be used interchangeably and complement each other in measuring

SRL processes, we conducted a descriptive and inferential statistical

analysis to calculate the duration of the five alignment situations.

We unpacked these alignment situations by providing the detailed

alignment results for each SRL process, and then further unpacked

the co-occurrences between trace data and think aloud using a

cross table. We also performed a descriptive statistical analysis to

calculate the duration of each SRL process in the three sets of results.

TABLE 2 The action library for labelling learning actions.

Action labels Action descriptions

GENERAL_INSTRUCTION Learners read or re-read general

instructions and learning goals

RUBRIC Learners read or re-read the rubric

for essay writing

RELEVANT_READING Learners read and learn learning

content for the first time

RELEVANT_RE-READING Learners re-read and review

learning content which they

have read before

IRRELEVANT_READING Learners read the pages which are

not relevant to the learning goal

or the task

IRRELEVANT_RE-READING Learners re-read the irrelevant

pages

NAVIGATION Learners navigate through pages

or scroll at catalogue zone

WRITE_ESSAY Learners write, edit or stay in the

essay zone

COPY_PASTE Learners copy and paste content

from reading materials into the

essay or notes

NOTE_EDITING Learners create, delete, edit or

label the notes

NOTE_READING Learners click to open and read or

re-read the notes

HIGHLIGHT_EDITING Learners create, delete or edit the

highlights

HIGHLIGHT_READING Learners click to open and read or

re-read the highlights

HIGHLIGHT_LABELLING Learners create tags for highlights

TIMER Learners click to check timer

during learning

SEARCH_CONTENT Learners use search tool on the

left to search learning contents

SEARCH_HIGHLIGHT_NOTE Learners use search tool on the

right to search notes or

highlights

PLANNER Learners click to open planner

tool, and create or edit their

plans

8 FAN ET AL.
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As the data were not normally distributed, we report the 25th,

median, and 75th percentile values. To compare the measurement

results based on three different data channels, we conducted a Fried-

man test followed by post hoc Wilcoxon signed rank tests (with the

Bonferroni correction) for the pairwise comparison.

To answer our second research question on sequential and temporal

analysis of SRL based on the different data channels, we utilized

pMineR, the process mining analytical technique (Gatta et al., 2017)

that has recently been increasingly applied in research on SRL (Ahmad

Uzir et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2021; Matcha et al., 2019; Saint

et al., 2021; Saint, Gaševi�c, et al., 2020). By using this technique, we

were able to unveil sequential and temporal characteristics of SRL

processes. We thus computed the temporal transitions between SRL

processes and created SRL process maps using (i) the trace data,

(ii) the think aloud data, and (iii) the integrated data. Specifically, first-

order Markov models (FOMMs) using the above three data channels

were first deployed to train and present the process maps based on

the transition matrix between all SRL processes (e.g., containing the

probabilities of transition from MC.O to MC.O, MC.M, MC.P, MC.E

and all the other processes). Then, in these process maps, each node

represented an SRL process, whereas the edges between nodes indi-

cated the probabilities of transition between SRL processes, and the

thickness of the edges indicated the relative probabilities of transi-

tions (e.g., an edge with a 20% probability of transition is two times

TABLE 3 Process library for detection of SRL processes from action labels.

Categories No. SRL processes

Orientation 1 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION*/RUBRIC* -> NAVIGATION -> RELEVANT_READING

(MC.O) 2 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION/RUBRIC -> GENERAL_INSTRUCTION/RUBRIC

3 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION/RUBRIC <-> HIGHLIGHT_EDITING/NOTE_EDITING/NAVIGATION

4 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION*/RUBRIC*

Planning 5 PLANNER -> NAVIGATION -> RELEVANT_READING

(MC.P) 6 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION/RUBRIC <-> PLANNER* (during first 15 min)

7 PLANNER* (during first 15 min)

8 SEARCH_CONTENT*

Evaluation (MC.E) 9 IRRELEVANT_(RE-)READING -> (NAVIGATION) -> GENERAL_INSTRUCTION*/

RUBRIC* -> (NAVIGATION) -> RELEVANT_(RE-)READING

Monitoring 10 NAVIGATION <-> NOTE_READING

(MC.M) 11 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION/RUBRIC <-> PLANNER* (after the first 15 min)

12 WRITE_ESSAY <-> PLANNER*

13 TIMER*

14 PLANNER* (after the first 15 min)

15 SEARCH_HIGHLIGHT_NOTE*

16 HIGHLIGHT_READING/NOTE_READING*

First-reading (LC.F) 17 (IR)RELEVANT_READING->HIGHLIGHT_EDITING/NOTE_EDITING-> (IR)RELEVANT_READING

18 (IR)RELEVANT_READING -> NAVIGATION -> (IR)RELEVANT_READING

19 RELEVANT_READING -> IRRELEVANT_READING -> IRRELEVANT_READING

20 (IR)RELEVANT_READING<->HIGHLIGHT_EDITING/NOTE_EDITING/ HIGHLIGHT_READING/NOTE_READING

21 (IR)RELEVANT_READING <-> (IR)RELEVANT_READING

22 IRRELEVANT_READING*

23 RELEVANT_READING*

Re-reading 24 RELEVANT_RE-READING*

(LC.R) 25 IRRELEVANT_RE-READING*

Elaboration/ 26 (IR)RELEVANT_RE-READING -> (NAVIGATION) -> WRITE_ESSAY

Organization 27 GENERAL_INSTRUCTION*/RUBRIC* -> (NAVIGATION) -> WRITE_ESSAY

(HC.E/O) 28 WRITE_ESSAY -> WRITE_ESSAY

29 WRITE_ESSAY <-> HIGHLIGHT_READING/NOTE_READING

30 HIGHLIGHT_LABELLING*

31 NOTE_EDITING*

Note: “->” means a transition from action A to action B; “<->” means a transition from action A to action B or the other way around; “()” means optional;

“*” means one or more consecutive instances of the same action; “/” means either action A or action B.

FAN ET AL. 9
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thicker than an edge with 10% probability of transition). We used 5%

as the edge threshold, which means all the edges showing transition

probabilities below 5% were omitted from the SRL process maps, to

keep the process maps concise and interpretable. This threshold was

also used in several previous studies which used process mining, for

example, Fan, van der Graaf et al. (2022) and Lim et al. (2022).

Furthermore, we compared the results to identify differences in

transition probabilities across the three process maps to answer RQ2

in that way. The black edge with a single transition probability value

indicated that the corresponding pairwise transition probabilities in

the compared FOMM models were similar to each other, that is, the

difference between the two values was below 10%. In cases where

differences exceeded 10%, both probabilities have been shown, and

the edge was either green or red, green indicating that the second

transition probability was greater and red indicating that second tran-

sition probability was lower. By comparing the transition probabilities

between processes across process maps in this way, we unveiled

differences between the three data channels in measuring SRL

processes.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Five alignment situations between trace data
and think aloud data

4.1.1 | Situation 1: No_measurement occurrences

To answer RQ1, we defined five alignment situations (see

Section 4.2.4) and aligned SRL processes measured from trace and

think aloud data. When only using the think aloud data, we detected

SRL processes for 57.82% (median) of the whole learning session; and

when only using the trace data. we detected SRL processes for

80.21% (median) of the whole learning session. However, by aligning

these two data channels, our results (see Table 5) indicate that only in

6.37% of segments, no SRL processes in both trace data and think

aloud were observed (No_measurement occurrences).

4.1.2 | Situation 2 and 3: Only think aloud
occurrences and only trace occurrences

Next, we detected SRL processes either from think aloud (11.34% of

the time segments, only think aloud occurrences) or from trace data

(34.48% of time segments, Only trace occurrences). In the only think

aloud occurrences, learners probably verbally articulated SRL pro-

cesses that do not result in any specific observable interactions by

trace data with the learning environment at that time (e.g., a mouse

click or keyboard stroke), and therefore, relevant SRL processes can

not be captured by trace data. In Table 6, which unpacked Table 5 by

showing the details of the alignment results for each SRL process, we

TABLE 4 Think aloud coding protocol with examples of learners'
utterances.

Metacognition Code Example

Orientation MC.O Four things are important in the

assignment

Planning MC.P I will explain these topics in my

essay

Evaluation MC.E I doubt whether Artificial

Intelligence will have such an

impact

Monitoring MC.M I am checking how much time is

left

Cognition Code Example

First-reading LC.F Artificial Intelligence is the

ability of …

Re-reading LC.R Artificial Intelligence is the

ability of … (re-read out aloud

again)

Elaboration/

Organization

HC.E/O This means that both Artificial

Intelligence and humans can

learn …
To summarize, … are important

for future education

Motivation/
Procedural Code Example

Motivation Other I find it difficult to perform well

in this task …

Procedural Other Oh, this is how I save my

highlights

No_Process Code Example

Uncodable No_Process Instances of murmuring or

completely silent

F IGURE 3 Integrating trace
data and think aloud data.
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found 12.65% of the Planning (MC.P) processes and 11.14% of the

Monitoring (MC.M) processes fall into the situation 2 (Only think aloud

occurrences). These findings indicate that, compared to other SRL pro-

cesses, learners sometimes verbally articulated Planning (e.g., “I am gonna

read the definition of AI”) and Monitoring (e.g., “this is not relevant”)
without actual observable interaction with the learning environment. It

is worth noting that the absence of observable interactions with the

learning environment does not necessarily imply that no interaction was

taking place, and our results indicated that learners did interact with the

learning material as recorded by think aloud data only.

In contrast, in the only trace occurrences, learners engaged with

SRL processes that could be detected using the trace data and did not

or could not verbally articulate any SRL processes at the same time

segments. As shown in Table 6, we found 43.76% of the Orientation

(MC.O) processes, 38.44% of the Re-reading (LC.R) processes and

30.02% of the Elaboration/Organization (HC.E/O) processes fall into

situation 3 (Only trace occurrences). These findings indicate that,

compared to other SRL processes, a relatively large proportion of

learners' Orientation, Re-reading and Elaboration/Organization pro-

cesses were only detected in trace data. There were many possible

scenarios can cause such findings. One possible scenario is that

learners tended not to verbally articulate certain SRL processes. For

example, when a learner re-opened a reading page they might not

read out loud again for the same content; however, we labelled such

learning action as Re-reading using the trace data. Another possible

scenario is that for the same SRL process, learners could only think

aloud for a short time period and kept silent in the rest time period.

For example, when a learner made highlights or took notes while

reading the general instruction page, such an action pattern was inter-

preted in Orientation process based on our process library (Table 3)

and may take 30 s; however, during these 30 s, this learner might only

verbally stated one sentence (e.g., “this is the main task requirement,

I better note it down”) which might only take less than 5 s and the

other 25 s fall into the situation 3 (Only trace occurrences).

These above examples demonstrated possible scenarios of both

situation 2 (Only think aloud occurrences) and situation 3 (Only trace

occurrences). For these around 45% of all time segments, the two

data channels could be used to complement each other. However, we

also found two SRL processes co-occurred in around another 45% of

all time segments, and these co-occurrences situations are more

complicated.

4.1.3 | Situation 4 and 5: Matched co-occurrences
and unmatched co-occurrences

As shown in Table 5, the same SRL processes were detected in trace

and think aloud data channels in about 17% of time segments

TABLE 5 Alignment between trace data and think aloud: Median (25th, 75th) duration (%).

Alignment situation

Example

Median (25th, 75th)Trace data Think aloud data

Situation 1: No_measurement occurrences No_Process No_Process 6.37 (4.18, 11.68)

Situation 2: Only think aloud occurrences No_Process MC.O 11.34 (4.65, 16.84)

Situation 3: Only trace occurrences MC.O No_Process 34.48 (26.10, 39.91)

Situation 4: Matched co-occurrences MC.O MC.O 17.18 (13.71, 23.63)

Situation 5: Unmatched co-occurrences MC.O MC.M 27.17 (21.47, 33.72)

TABLE 6 Detailed alignment results for each SRL process: Median (25th, 75th) duration (%).

Processes S2: Only think aloud S3: Only trace S4: Matched S5:Unmatched

MC.O 1.96 (0.88, 4.97) 43.76 (34.22, 53.17) 6.24 (1.64, 8.63) 40.37 (31.90, 50.94)

MC.P 12.65 (7.68, 28.33) 0.00 (0.00, 6.29) 0.00 (0.00, 0.00) 75.98 (60.63, 87.94)

MC.E 0.00 (0.00, 19.82) 5.70 (0.00, 33.52) 0.00 (0.00, 0.00) 66.62 (56.00, 85.47)

MC.M 11.14 (5.89, 20.00) 12.89 (8.91, 21.20) 1.11 (0.60, 3.21) 68.05 (60.23, 76.95)

LC.F 9.07 (5.34, 18.75) 29.27 (23.22, 35.53) 26.73 (18.17, 34.01) 30.84 (24.90, 37.09)

LC.R 0.02 (0.00, 3.31) 38.44 (23.86, 50.47) 0.00 (0.00, 0.16) 56.38 (48.32, 68.33)

HC.E/O 4.93 (1.91, 12.94) 30.02 (20.61, 37.85) 11.30 (4.59, 17.90) 45.25 (38.43, 58.67)

Other 11.69 (7.66, 25.16) 0.00 (0.00, 0.00) 0.00 (0.00, 0.00) 88.31 (74.84, 92.34)

Note: When analysing each SRL process in detail, there were no occurrences of situation 1, therefore this table only contains four situations (S2-S5). Take

LC.F as an example, 9.07% (by median) of all LC.F processes were detected only in think aloud (and trace data detected No_Process), 29.27% (by median)

were detected only in trace data (and think aloud detected No_Process), 26.73% (by median) were detected synchronously in both think aloud and trace

data, and the other 30.84% (by median) were detected either in think aloud or trace data (and a different SRL process was detected in the other data

channel).

FAN ET AL. 11
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(Matched co-occurrences). As well, we were able to identify SRL pro-

cesses that differed across two data channels during the same seg-

ment (Unmatched co-occurrences) in about 27% of all time segments.

For example, when learners read the general instructions page and

then navigated reading materials, the Orientation process (MC.O.1 in

Table 3) was detected from trace data. At the same time, learners

could also verbally express their SRL processing, for example, “These
four things are important in the assignment …”, the utterance coded

as Orientation (MC.O) (Table 4; or “This information does not appear

to be relevant …”, which was coded as Monitoring (MC.M), as per the

think aloud coding protocol. The former utterance detected the same

SRL process (MC.O) as the trace data, that is the matched co-

occurrences as shown in Table 5; the later utterance, on the other

hand, detected different SRL process (MC.M) as the trace data (MC.O),

that is the unmatched co-occurrences in Table 5.

In order to better understand the matched and unmatched details

of each SRL process, we created a cross table of co-occurrences

situations. As shown in Table 7, we found trace data and think aloud

data more matched at Orientation (MC.O), First-reading (LC.F) and

Elaboration/Organization (HC.E/O) processes, but much less matched

at other processes. For example, 75.01% of all co-occurrences that

think aloud coded as LC.F was also detected as LC.F in trace data,

which shows these two methods aligned very well at measuring First-

reading processes. However, for example, 0% of MC.E, only 4.45% of

MC.P and 4.70% of MC.M (coded in think aloud) was also detected as

the matched processes in trace data, and most of these metacognition

processes coded in think aloud were detected as LC.F or HC.E/O pro-

cesses in trace data. These three SRL processes are usually very low

frequency (total less than 8% as shown in Table 8), and the duration

of them is usually very short (e.g., “I now check timer” which is Moni-

toring process and can be less than 2 s), so it is very difficult to detect

these processes using trace data at exactly the same time. Because

learners verbally articulated these SRL processes occasionally during

their reading and writing which mainly labelled as LC.F and HC.E/O in

trace data, we found bigger proportion of these co-occurrences as

unmatched situations. These findings indicate that, trace data and

TABLE 7 Cross table showing the
matched and unmatched details of each
SRL process: Duration (%).

Trace data !
MC.O MC.P MC.E MC.M LC.F LC.R HC.E/OThink aloud #

MC.O 45.27 4.23 3.51 3.41 25.14 1.76 16.69

MC.P 14.02 4.45 0.80 2.53 43.99 5.29 28.93

MC.E 10.68 0.00 0.00 2.48 57.85 12.93 16.05

MC.M 13.29 1.10 0.42 4.70 40.54 8.64 31.32

LC.F 2.33 0.34 0.59 2.31 75.01 6.15 13.28

LC.R 4.58 0.54 0.36 4.24 25.35 9.66 55.27

HC.E/O 11.97 0.15 0.20 3.68 34.92 12.51 36.56

OTHER 14.89 0.62 0.25 3.55 32.44 9.84 38.42

Note: This table shows in the time period corresponding to eight think aloud codes of all 44 learners, the

respective cumulative time distributions of different SRL processes detected by the trace data. For

example, in all occurrences that think aloud coded as MC.O, 45.27% (based on the duration of all MC.O

processes in think aloud) was also detected as MC.O in trace data, and 4.23% was detected as MC.P in

trace data.

TABLE 8 Descriptive statistics of the duration of SRL processes detected from the multi-channel data: median (25th, 75th) duration (%).

Processes
Trace data Think aloud data Integrated data

Pairwise comparisonsM (25th, 75th) M (25th, 75th) M (25th, 75th)

MC.O 7.31 (3.87, 12.55) 1.97 (1.11, 3.75) 7.23 (3.92, 10.64) b***

MC.P 0.00 (0.00, 0.38) 2.36 (1.55, 3.81) 2.21 (1.25, 2.98) a***

MC.E 0.00 (0.00, 0.30) 0.00 (0.00, 0.17) 0.08 (0.00, 0.39) b*

MC.M 2.20 (1.09, 3.25) 5.20 (3.51, 7.31) 6.06 (4.56, 7.17) a***

LC.F 33.78 (25.58, 46.29) 21.78 (16.39, 27.39) 35.75 (30.25, 44.54) b***

LC.R 5.07 (1.80, 9.67) 0.45 (0.11, 0.98) 4.91 (1.66, 7.94) b***

HC.E/O 25.33 (10.22, 29.71) 16.40 (9.95, 20.99) 26.22 (22.19, 31.21) b***

Other 0.00 (0.00, 0.00) 7.84 (5.95, 11.55) 5.84 (4.44, 8.35) a***; b*

Note: Statistical comparison was done with the Friedman test followed by Wilcoxon signed rank tests for pairwise comparison (with the Bonferroni

correction). Legend: a – significant difference between Trace data and Integrated results; b – significant difference between Think aloud and Integrated

results; * – p < 0.05; ** – p < 0.01; and *** – p < 0.001. The complete results generated from all statistical tests including r -values, Z -values and p-values

can be found in the supplemental document.
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F IGURE 4 FOMM of the
temporal transition probabilities
between SRL processes detected
based on the trace.

F IGURE 5 FOMM of the temporal transition probabilities between SRL processes detected based on the think aloud.
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think aloud data could be interchangeably used to measure SRL pro-

cesses for only a small percent (17.18%) of all time segments in a

learning task, and also should be limited used in measuring certain

SRL processes. Therefore, integrating the trace data and think aloud

data to provide a fuller measurement of SRL becomes promising.

4.1.4 | The integrated SRL processes

Analysing data generated by 44 learners, we obtained 9,993 SRL pro-

cesses from their trace data, 38,856 SRL processes from their think

aloud data and 83,121 SRL processes from integrated trace and think

aloud data channels. We note that the integrated SRL processes are

not a sum of processes obtained in the two data channels individually.

Instead, the integrated SRL processes have been obtained through a

fine-grained analytical approach described earlier (see Subsection

3.2.4). For example, when observing a 20-s time segment, researchers

could notice that the LC.F process was generated from trace data

over this entire segment. However, think aloud protocols may indicate

more diverse processes during this same segment: LC.F in the first

10 s, MC.M in the next 5 s and No_Process in the last 5 s. Therefore,

upon integrating the two data channels, four SRL processes would be

generated from the observed time segment: (1) LC.F in the first 10 s;

(2) LC.F and MC.M in the period between 10 and 15 s; and (3) LC.F in

the last 5 s.

Moreover, the duration of SRL processes in the three sets of

results was different, as indicated by the pairwise statistical compari-

son presented in Table 8. Of all the processes detected in the three

data channels, cognitive processes were the most prominent. As

shown in Table 8, the integrated data revealed significantly more cog-

nitive processes (LC.F, LC.R and HC.E/O) than the think aloud data.

Metacognitive processes, on the other hand, were detected about

10% of time, both in trace and think aloud data channels. However,

the proportion of metacognitive processes increased to 15.58% in the

integrated results. Compared to trace data results, the integrated

results revealed significantly more Planning (MC.P) and Monitoring

(MC.M), according to pairwise comparisons (Table 8). Compared to

think aloud results, the integrated results revealed significantly more

Orientation (MC.O) and Monitoring (MC.M).

4.2 | SRL process maps from three data channels

To answer the research question RQ2, we analysed temporal and

sequential differences between SRL processes detected in trace, think

aloud and integrated data channels.

F IGURE 6 FOMM of the temporal transition probabilities between SRL processes detected based on integrated data.
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4.2.1 | SRL process map (V1) based on trace data

As shown in Figure 4, the learners engaged in Orientation (MC.O) at

the outset of learning session. Further, either simultaneously with or

after Orientation was done, the learners engaged in Elaboration and

Organization (HC.E/O), Monitoring (MC.M), and First-reading (LC.F) as

the SRL processes that the learners most frequently and most contin-

uously engaged in. For instance, the transition probability from LC.F

to LC.F (self-loop) in the process map was 81%. Occasionally, Monitor-

ing and Elaboration and Organization interspersed during First-reading,

as indicated by the transition probabilities of 10% from LC.F to HC.

E/O and 9% from LC.F to MC.M. This finding, in turn, indicates that

learners monitored their reading (e.g., by looking at the timer) and also

elaborated or organized the information they read (e.g., by writing

down what they read in the essay). The process map generated from

the trace data also shows that Elaboration and Organization was a very

prominent process, as its corresponding node in the map was con-

nected to many other nodes (i.e., processes), such as MC.O, MC.M and

LC.R. As well, the learners tended to go back to HC.E/O from other

SRL processes, such as MC.E. This finding was expected, since the task

in this study was to write an essay from multiple sources of informa-

tion. We also note that Re-reading was more closely connected to Elab-

oration and Organization than the First-reading process, which indicates

that many learners did not begin writing the essay after they read

sources for the first time; rather, some of them typically re-read parts

of source information before they decided to engage in writing.

4.2.2 | SRL process map (V2) based on think
aloud data

As shown in Figure 5, OTHER was the most prominent process at the

outset of a learning session. In most cases, this process was related to

Procedural issues, according to the think aloud protocol. For example,

learners sometimes said “Now, I entered the task” or “Oh, the page is

loaded and I now start reading”. The process map generated from think

aloud data further shows that self-loops of many SRL processes were

more prominent compared to their self-loops in the trace data process

map. For example, the transition probability from MC.O to MC.O was

78% in the think aloud process map. We also note that pair-wise transi-

tion probabilities between many SRL processes in the think aloud map

were relatively small (less than 5%), and, for that reason, many edges

were omitted in this process map, for example, the edges between HC.

E/O and LC.F, or HC.E/O and LC.R. Still, the edges that remained in the

map unveiled important information about SRL processing.

As shown in Figure 5, Monitoring and Planning (MC.P) are two

central nodes in the think aloud process map, formed multiple edges

with other nodes, such as LC.F and HC.E/O. The think aloud process

F IGURE 7 Comparison the trace data process map and the integrated data.
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map further indicates that the transition probability from Evaluation

(MC.E) to First-reading (LC.F) was 25%, which was much higher than

the transition probability between the same pair of nodes in the trace

data process map (0%). However, it must be pointed out here that

MC.P and MC.E are very low frequency SRL processes: that is, even

though the transition probabilities are high in think aloud, the actual

frequency of occurrences are very low. Overall, the patterns detected

in the think aloud process map suggest that many learners verbally

expressed metacognitive processes (e.g., MC.M) before cognitive pro-

cesses (e.g., LC.F and HC.E/O). Moreover, these transitions from

metacognitive to cognitive processes were also detected in the trace

data process map (Figure 4). Importantly, these findings indicate that

the results based on think aloud data corroborated the results based

on trace data, for example, we observed the same transitions from

metacognitive to cognitive processes in both process maps. The find-

ings also showed that think aloud provided new insights into learners'

SRL processes that were not obvious based on the analysis of the

trace data only, for example, the transition from Evaluation to First-

reading was only identified in the process map of think aloud results.

4.2.3 | Integrated SRL process map (V3) based on
integrated data

We further created the integrated process map that involved both

think aloud and trace data transition probabilities (Figure 6). The

integrated process map showed more transitions (i.e., edges) among

the SRL processes than the two process maps individually. As indi-

cated in the map, learners engaged in Orientation at the outset of a

learning session, and then mainly engaged in the Monitoring, First-

reading, Re-reading, and Elaboration and Organization processes. These

four SRL processes formed transitions between each other, mostly

with transition probabilities of more than 5%. Most of these transi-

tions were also captured in the trace data process map (Figure 5) with

more emphasis on HC.E/O) and the think aloud based process map

(Figure 4 with more emphasis on MC.M and less emphasis on LC.R).

Some processes, however, appeared to be more prominent in each

individual process map, for example, Elaboration and Organization in

the trace data process map and Monitoring in the think aloud process

map. In the integrated process map, the relationships among these four

processes were more balanced. For example, the transition probabilities

from Rereading to Elaboration and Organization and from Monitoring to

First-reading were prominent in the integrated map. Below, we show

the overlay between the integrated and trace data process maps

(Figure 7), and integrated and think aloud process maps (Figure 8). A

green edge between two processes in Figure 7 depicts the transition

probability in the integrated process map that was greater than the

transition probability between the same processes in the trace data

process map, relative to difference threshold of 10%. Similarly, a red

edge between two processes depicts the transition probability in the

integrated process map that was lower than the transition probability

between the same processes in the trace data process map.

F IGURE 8 Comparison of the think aloud process maps and the integrated data.
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For example, all the edges to/from the OTHER process were

green, as motivation and procedural issues were not captured by the

trace data channel; the transition probability from Re-reading to Re-

reading (self-loop) was 12% higher in the integrated process map than

in that in the trace data process map, and the transition probability

from Elaboration and Organization to Elaboration and Organization

(self-loop) was 16% higher in the integrated process map than that in

the trace data process map, two findings that may indicate that more

information about the continuity of certain SRL process in a learning

session can be obtained by integrating trace and think aloud data,

than by looking at trace data only. We also compared the integrated

process map and the think aloud process map (Figure 8) and found

that the incoming edges to Orientation, First-reading and Elaboration

and Organization were mostly coloured in green (e.g., the four edges

from Monitoring and Planning to First-reading and Elaboration and

Organization). On the other hand, the edges between Monitoring and

Planning, including the self-loops of these processes, were red, that is,

they indicate higher transition probabilities in the think aloud than

those in the integrated process map. This finding, in turn, may suggest

think aloud data highlighted the continuity of metacognitive processes

of planning and monitoring during a learning session, but at the same

time, led to an imbalance process model compared to the integrated

result.

5 | DISCUSSION

5.1 | Triangulation between think aloud and trace
data when measuring SRL

SRL processes have mainly been measured and studied using either

think aloud or traced methods, but rarely using a combination of the

two. The purpose of our research was to juxtapose learners' think

aloud and trace data and, through the analysis of data from both chan-

nels, gain a deeper insight into SRL processes. Specifically, we simulta-

neously collected think aloud and trace data generated by university

students in a laboratory setting, and then synchronized the two data

sets relative to the same timeline (Figure 2). Our results indicate that

the same SRL processes were observed by both think aloud and trace

data methods in about 17% of all time segments. This evidence reso-

nates with previous research identifying the same learning processes

between what students said they did and what was captured by their

trace data (Bråten & Samuelstuen, 2007; Rogiers et al., 2020). This

finding suggests that think aloud and trace data could be interchange-

ably used to measure only a small amount of SRL processes in this

learning task.

SRL processes in more than 30% of all time segments in this study

were captured by trace data (Only trace occurrences as described in

Section 4.2.4). These processes were not captured during the same

time segments in the think aloud protocols, that is, they were

detected as No_process in the think aloud data. Mainly, these pro-

cesses were Orientation, First-reading, and Elaboration and Organization

(Bannert, 2007). They often cannot be straightforwardly inferred from

think aloud protocols due to differences in learners' ability to articu-

late their thoughts in the form of useful data and cognitive demands

that many students face when studying and verbalizing their thoughts

at the same time (Winne, 2020; Young, 2005). Instead, our results

suggest that Orientation, First-reading and Elaboration and Organization

processes can be inferred from traces of learners' interactions with

online learning resources, conforming the results of previous studies

that found trace data useful in obtaining fine-grained insights into

cognitive and metacognitive processes of SRL, for example, Azevedo

et al. (2013); Bondareva et al. (2013); Chen and Su (2019); Kinnebrew

et al. (2013b); Taub et al. (2016); Trevors et al. (2016); Winne et al.

(2017). For example, a learner could take several notes on what they

have read on the general instruction page. These notes would be all

interpreted as occurrences of the Orientation process, based on the

process library (Table 3). The learner, however, may only verbally

express the occurrence of Orientation before or after all the notes

were taken in the general instructions page, for example, “These
topics are important in the task”. As a result, the Orientation process

would be identified in the think aloud data over only a short period

of time.

Under certain circumstances, think aloud protocols can also be

more insightful into SRL processing than trace data. Our study

showed that SRL processes in about 11% of time segments were only

detected in think aloud data and were not identified as SRL processes

in trace data (Only think aloud occurrences defined in Section 4.2.4).

Those were Planning and Monitoring, metacognitive processes that are

often difficult to reveal with trace data and rich think aloud protocols

can be more helpful to this end (Deekens et al., 2018; Moos &

Azevedo, 2008). For instance, we note that few learners verbally

expressed occurrences of the Planning process when developing their

plans using the Planner tool. The Planning process was hence captured

both in think aloud and trace data. However, in most cases, learners

did not use the planner tool to make specific plans for their learning,

but they still verbally expressed Planning, for example, "I will re-read

this page when I start writing the essay". In those cases, Planning

remained undetected in trace data.

We also found that in 27.17% of the time segments the observed

SRL processes did not match with each other across the two data

channels (Unmatched co-occurrences, Section 4.2.4). Therefore, think

aloud and trace methods are not directly interchangeable in measuring

SRL for these segments in timeline. Especially by unpacking the

matched and unmatched co-occurrences, we found these two

methods should not be used interchangeably for certain SRL pro-

cesses such as Planning, Evaluation and Monitoring.

These unmatched co-occurrences reflect the complexity of the

learner's self-regulation process. For example, Planning can be per-

formed not only at the beginning of the task when learners use the

planner tool, but also can occur intertwining with the execution of the

task which in line with the cyclical nature of SRL (Panadero, 2017;

Pintrich, 2000; Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Zimmerman, 2000). At the

beginning of the task, learners may verbally articulate their under-

standing of the task (think aloud: MC.O) and simultaneously open the

planner tool to arrange their overall learning plan (trace data: MC.P);
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during the execution of the task, learners may read the content page

with informational text (trace data: LC.F) which occasionally may trig-

ger their articulation of more specific plans about what to read next

(think aloud: MC.P). Therefore, these unmatched co-occurrences can

be constituted by equal valid measurement results in both trace-based

method and think aloud method, but when aligned and integrated,

two data channels can reveal a more complex, complete, and compre-

hensive picture of SRL.

However, these unmatched co-occurrences may also cause the

shortcomings of the methods themselves (Greene & Azevedo, 2009;

Winne, 2010) such as coders' bias in interpreting linguistically diverse

think aloud utterances, learners' inability to timely think aloud about

all their SRL processes, or incorrect SRL processes inferred from some

action patterns in trace data. For example, learners may have verbally

expressed Planning only after actually using the Planner tool, which in

this case, caused the unmatch between think aloud and trace data.

We hence believe that the triangulation of think aloud and trace data

does not necessarily need to follow the strict temporal matching

across segments in a learning session (although it is valuable), but

should further emphasize the triangulation of SRL measurement in a

more flexible and macroscopic way.

We, therefore, further evaluated these two methods from the

high-level perspective, that is, by looking at how overall SRL pro-

cesses unfolded over time for the whole task, and the evaluation

indicated that the two methods showed certain levels of consis-

tency and uniqueness. That is, several important process-to-

process temporal transitions were confirmed in both data channels,

for example, the same transitions from metacognitive processes of

Planning and Monitoring to cognitive processes of Elaboration and

Organization and First-reading were prominent in both process

maps (Figures 4 and 5). Therefore, when measuring SRL to holisti-

cally explain how students regulate their learning throughout learn-

ing task, think aloud and trace data revealed several similar

temporal transitions between SRL processes. However, think aloud

and trace data also revealed different results when measuring SRL

and, for that reason, we further examined the value of integrating

the two data channels.

5.2 | Integration of think aloud and trace data
when measuring SRL

We further investigated whether the integration of think aloud and

trace data can provide researchers with a fuller picture of SRL pro-

cesses, to answer our RQ2. To this end, we proposed an approach to

integrating SRL processes captured using the two methods. In partic-

ular, we developed a set of alignment rules (Figure 3) and applied

those rules to synchronize the two data channels while keeping the

information from both of them. The results obtained through this

integration between think aloud and trace data provided a more

elaborate insight into SRL processing compared to insights gained

from each method separately. For example, while reading the con-

tent, a learner could verbalize their thoughts as “This information

does not appear to be relevant” and “I will include this in my essay”,
with the 5 s of silence between the two utterances. Accordingly, the

utterances would be labelled in think aloud protocols as Monitoring

and Planning, respectively, and the 5 s period between them will be

labelled as No_Process. However, upon integrating think aloud and

trace data, this 5 s period would be labelled as First-reading, because

trace data (e.g., learner's eye fixations in the reading zone) indicated

the reading activity during that time.

In order to deepen the understanding of temporal processes of

SRL using the integrated data, we created the integrated process map

that involved both think aloud and trace data with transition probabili-

ties. The integrated process map revealed a more comprehensive SRL

processing compared to a single method map. For instance, the

think aloud process map highlighted the self-loop transition proba-

bilities of processes such as MC.M and LC.F, and therefore rela-

tively weakened the transitions between these SRL processes. For

example, by just looking at Figure 5, researcher might conclude that

learners rarely transit from LC.F to HC.E/O; however, the integrated

process map (Figure 6) revealed this important transition between

LC.F and HC.E/O as a result of re-balancing.The integrated results

also showed that two different SRL processes labelled by the two

different methods may occur at the same time. This implies an

important assumption of our study: we considered the measure-

ment results based on trace data and think aloud data as equally

valid, because neither of the two methods can be considered as fully

“truth” in measuring SRL processes (Winne, 2019). Therefore, instead

of considering the unmatched cooccurrences as contradictions where

researchers need to choose one, we adopt that such unmatched co-

occurrences may reflect SRL processes that a learner simultaneously

has engaged in (Dresel et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2020; Nodoushan, 2012;

Pintrich, 2000; Schoor & Bannert, 2012; Schuitema et al., 2012;

Schunk, 2005; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). For example, the First-reading

and Elaboration and Organization processes appeared to simultaneously

occur near the middle of the learning session (Figure 3), resonating with

previous research that suggested strategy use (e.g., reading) in SRL

learning episodes can often have an overlapping relation with a learner's

domain-general executive functions (e.g., organization) (Garner, 2009).

For instance, many learners may look for organizational linguistic cues

(e.g., “To sum up …”) in the text they read.

Moreover, Kim et al. (2020) pointed out the need to investigate

these simultaneous processes of SRL and findings from our study can

further motivate this line of research. It is also worth noting that there

are other possible interpretations of the simultaneous SRL processes we

found in this study, for example: (i) these co-occurred SRL processes, in

fact, happened one after the other at very fine-grained level, but due to

the limited accuracy of the measurement method, they overlapped on

the time axis; (ii) these co-occurred SRL processes, in fact, should be con-

sidered as a new SRL process that we have not yet been able to accu-

rately define using the current theoretical framework. We acknowledge

that the conceptualisation of the simultaneous SRL processes is still a

controversial topic and researchers may argue that only a very small

number of information elements can be simultaneously active due to the

limited working memory (Shipstead et al., 2014). Therefore, we believe
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this requires follow-up empirical research and in-depth theoretical explo-

ration. In particular, future research should focus on the conditions under

which the simultaneous SRL processes can exist as pointed out by

Winne and Hadwin (1998), for example, the nature of the task, student

metacognitive knowledge or interest in subject, and the effects such an

overlap may have on goal attainment, strategy use, and subsequent

learning performance.

5.3 | Limitations

The findings in this study need to be interpreted with a few limitations in

mind. First, we focused on cognition and metacognition processes in this

study and did not infer learners' motivational and affective states, which

are also important components of SRL. In the future, new technologies

such as facial recognition and physiological sensors can also be used to

collect richer trace data and further improve the measurement of motiva-

tional and affective processes. Second, we did not elaborate much about

the validity issue of our measurement protocols in this paper due to the

space limitation, but more detailed information can be found in (Fan, van

der Graaf et al., 2022). The validity of both think aloud based and trace

based measurement protocols could be further evaluated and improved

in the future, by using a larger data set or applying in new learning tasks

and contexts. In particular, it is necessary to explore further the relative

validity of the two measurement methods in different conditions, for

example, whether think aloud method is more or less valid than trace

based method in more challenging tasks that require higher-level meta-

cognitive engagement. Also, how the SRL processes operationalized in

the think aloud coding scheme (Table 4) and the trace-based measure-

ment protocol (Table 3) heavily influenced the alignment results. For

example, we found it difficult to construct more meaningful and valid

action patterns for the Evaluation processes using trace data. Therefore,

future work should investigate other think aloud coding schemes and

trace-based measurement protocols to further examine the integration

results of these two data channels.

6 | IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

First, our results suggest that using a single measurement method can

often reveal SRL processes only partially. An integration of the two

methods improves detection of SRL processes and gives a fuller picture

of SRL, including the identification of different SRL processes that can

occur simultaneously. For this purpose, we proposed a set of data inte-

gration rules. Second, our findings indicated that the integration of the

two measurement methods could not address all their methodological

shortcomings and more research is needed towards new integrative

approaches that can further reduce the number of misaligned results.

Finally, we note that replication of our study may pose challenges to

many researchers as they may not be able to collect both think aloud

and trace data at the same time, due to practical constraints.

It is also important to notice that the measurement of SRL is

context-sensitive (Winne, 2017), such as how learning materials are

arranged, how the learning environment is designed, which learning

tools are available. For example, as discussed above, the planner tool

in our learning environment provided an opportunity to measure and

triangulate the Planning process based on think aloud and trace data.

Therefore, when researchers consider implicating the theoretical

framework (Table 1) and SRL measurement protocols (Tables 2, 3, 4)

presented in this paper, context-related elements deserve special

attention. However, we believe the triangulation and integration

approach proposed in this paper has a certain degree of generality

because even if other theoretical models or measurement protocols

to be used, a similar alignment approach could still be valid to test

various measurement results as long as they follow the same theo-

retical model.In summary, this paper proposed a novel approach to

measuring SRL processes by triangulating and integrating the results

obtained from two methods: think aloud protocols and trace data. In

this way, we attempted to advance the research on SRL measure-

ment methods (Winne, 2010). More importantly, our study sug-

gested what each data channel could contribute differently to

measuring SRL processes with their own advantages, and the inte-

grated results revealed more comprehensive insights into what SRL

looks like compared to analyses that use only a single measurement

method. The integrated measurement of SRL can be used in the

future to (1) test the effects of instructional SRL interventions, for

example, scaffolding; and (2) evaluate how learners use specific

learning tools.
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